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About Wats Gallery Trust 
 

Watts Gallery Trust is an independent charity established in 1904 to manage the 
legacy of George Frederic Watts OM RA, one of the leading artists of the nineteenth 
century. Watts Gallery – Artists’ Village consists of Limnerslease, the former home of 
artists G F Watts and Mary Seton Watts, the Grade I listed Watts Cemetery Chapel, 
designed by Mary Watts, the Pottery Building that formerly housed the Compton 
Potters Arts Guild, and Watts Gallery, established in 1904 as the UK’s first single 
artist museum. In addition to the conservation of its important collections, Watts 
Gallery Trust delivers a high-profile programme of temporary exhibitions, collections 
displays and events. The Trust also manages an ambitious and far-reaching 
engagement and learning programme in prisons, the local community and onsite that 
lives our founders’ Art for All ethos with those with greatest need in our society. 

George and Mary Watts were advocates for the transformational power of the arts 
and deeply engaged with progressive ideas for social reform. Watts Gallery – Artists’ 
Village follows in their footsteps as a dynamic and progressive arts organisation. A 
leading regional visitor attraction, The Trust also uses a dynamic programme of 
contemporary artistic practice linked to its unique heritage and founders’ social 
mission to explore the relevance of their art and ideas today.  

Watts Gallery Trust also founded and manages the Artist’s Studio Museum Network 
of 158 artist’s studio museums across Europe. 

 
 
 

 

 

Artist in Residence, Nneka Uzoigwe. Photo by Ben McKee. 

DYNAMISM | EXCELLENCE | INCLUSIVITY | RESPONSIBILITY | RELEVANCE | WELCOME 
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Our Vision:  

Art for All by All 

 

Our Mission: 

From our beautiful and inspiring setting of Watts Gallery - Artists Village, 
we welcome everyone to connect with the art and ideas of our founders 
George and Mary Watts. By caring for the collections and our environment, 
we advocate for the power, impact and relevance of art – onsite, online, 
with our community and via our international network of artists’ studio 
museums. Our dynamic and multi-sensory programme of exploring, 
looking, and making takes you out of the everyday, into new encounters 
that invite you to view life through a different lens. 

 

Our Values: 

Dynamism: We are an organisation with artists and creativity at its 
foundation, driven by the transformative power of art. We are innovative, 
forward-thinking and collaborative; able to respond to the challenges and 
opportunities ahead. 
  
Excellence: We continually aim for the highest standards in everything that 
we do; whether providing a showcase for high quality art; continual 
research and in-depth scholarship; delivering innovative and experimental 
programmes to make and discover art and craft; or providing delicious food 
and exceptional customer service. 
  
Inclusivity: Following in the footsteps of our founders’ Art For All ethos we 
care for and respect our local village community, as well  

  
reaching out addressing barriers, and ensuring that everyone feels welcome, 
respected, represented and valued.   
  

‘Faces of Fame: GF Watts X Simon Frederick. Photo by Lottie Morris. 
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Responsibility: We act as thoughtful, considerate, and consistent custodians of 
our estate and resources; a place where art and nature come together; our 
environment is at the heart of everything we do.   
  
Relevance: Our exhibitions, research, and programming draw on the collection, 
surroundings and story of the Watts to explore and present diverse narratives 
relevant to all our lives in the twenty-first century.  
  
Welcome: We offer a warm welcome to all visitors ensuring that the 
commitment, enthusiasm and energy of staff and volunteers delivers a first-class 
visitor experience for everyone, every day.  
 

 

Our Goals: 

Our goals are closely aligned to Arts Council England’s 2020-2030 strategy Let’s 
Create and its Outcomes and Investment Principles. WGT understands that its 
board and staff are critical to the adoption of these principles: 

• Inclusivity and Relevance: England’s diversity is fully reflected in the 
individuals and organisations we support and the culture they produce. 

• Ambition and Quality: Cultural organisations and individuals are 
ambitious and committed to improving the quality of their work. 

• Dynamism: Cultural organisations and individuals are dynamic and able 
to respond to the challenges of the next decade. 

• Environmental Responsibility: Cultural organisations and individuals lead 
the way in their approach to environmental responsibility. 

 

 

 

 

Photo by Chris Lacey. 

https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/letscreate
https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/letscreate
https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/outcomes-0
https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/our-investment-principles
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‘Beyond The Waves’, Chris Pavia – Artist in Residence. Photo by Callum Graham. 
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The role  
 
Watts Gallery Trust is looking to recruit a Chair of the Board of Trustees with a keen interest in supporting our charitable mission of Art for All by All. The Chair will steer the 
strategic direction of the organisation and provide governance oversight of the delivery of its vision, mission and values. As Chair of the Trustees, you will provide support 
to The Brice Director, who is also Chief Executive in delivering the organisational vision and strategy and will introduce new philanthropic and artistic networks to Watts 
Gallery Trust whilst promoting and advocating for Watts Gallery Trust externally. Tasks of the Chair include chairing all board meetings, liaising with the Deputy Chair and 
other trustees on a regular basis, regular meetings with the Brice Director, the conducting of annual reviews with the trustees and the appraisal of the Brice Director, and 
active participation in activities at the Gallery, such as exhibition previews, launches, Friends and Volunteer events and major fundraising activities. 
 

Person specifica�on 
The successful candidate will ideally bring all or most of the following qualities:  
 

• A passion for arts, culture and heritage, and an alignment with Watts’ 
vision of Art for All by All; 

 
• A strong track record of leadership and the skills to support an excellent 

executive team; 
 

• A strong understanding of governance and board leadership and 
development, ideally gained through experience in a chairing or non-
executive capacity; 

 
• A high-level network and the willingness to play a role in fundraising 

activities; 
 

• The willingness to be an outstanding ambassador and advocate for 
Watts and its mission to various stakeholders; 

 
• Strong business, finance and commercial acumen; 

 
• The capacity for strategic thinking to support the ambitions and long-

term development of Watts; 
 

• Emotional and strategic intelligence; 
 

• A commitment to the Charity Governance Code, and;  
 

• A demonstrable commitment to equality, diversity and inclusion. 
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Terms of appointment 
 

• The position of Chair is likely to require approximately two days a 
month, on or off-site; 
 

• The Board meets four times a year, in London and Compton; 
 

• This role is unremunerated but reasonable standard travel and 
incidental expenses expended to fulfil board duties are provided; 

 
• As Chair, you will also be a company Director of Watts Gallery Trust, 

fulfilling all the statutory requirements of that role in compliance with 
the Companies Act 2006; 
 

• For more information on being the trustee of a charity, see the Charity 
Commission’s Essential Guidance on Being a Trustee (CC3). 

 

Watts Gallery Trust is committed to addressing inequality in the arts and 
ensuring equality of opportunity in employment. We consider diversity a 
strength and are keen to make our workforce and board more 
representative of different backgrounds and experiences. We strongly 
encourage applications from people who identify as Black, Asian or 
minority ethnic, young, disabled, LGBTQI+, from a low-income background, 
or living or working in areas of socioeconomic deprivation in our region. 

 

 

‘A Fragmented Legacy’. Photo by Nick Bond. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-essential-trustee-what-you-need-to-know-cc3/the-essential-trustee-what-you-need-to-know-what-you-need-to-do
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How to apply 
 
Saxton Bampfylde Ltd is acting as an employment agency 
advisor to Watts Gallery Trust on this appointment. 
 
Candidates should apply for this role through our website at 
www.saxbam.com/appointments using code EALYB. Click on 
the ‘apply’ button and follow the instructions to upload a CV 
and cover letter, and complete the online equal opportunities 
monitoring* form. 
 
The closing date for applications is noon on Thursday 26th 
January 2023; final interviews w/c 27th Feb ’23. 
 
* The equal opportunities monitoring online form will not be 
shared with anyone involved in assessing your application. 
Please complete as part of the application process. 

 

GDPR personal data notice 

According to GDPR guidelines, we are only able to process your Sensitive Personal Data (racial or 
ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership, 

genetic data, biometric data, health, sex life, or sexual orientation) with your express consent. You 
will be asked to complete a consent form when you apply and please do not include any Sensitive 
Personal Data within your CV (although this can be included in your covering letter if you wish to 

do so), remembering also not to include contact details for referees without their prior agreement 

 

 

 

. 
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LONDON 
9 Savoy Street 
London WC2E 7EG 
 
EDINBURGH 
46 Melville Street 
Edinburgh EH3 7HF 
 
saxbam.com 
 
Partners in Panorama - Search around the world 
panoramasearch.com  
 

wattsgallery.org.uk 

Limnerslease Woodland. Photo by Andy Newbold. 

https://www.saxbam.com/
https://www.wattsgallery.org.uk/

